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The Brief Histories & Modern Journey of a Vinyl
Record
by Sean Cooper

The modern vinyl record began its life at a 1920 funeral, with King George V and the procession walking
down Whitehall, while two producers, waiting for their arrival, sat in a truck parked outside Westminster
Abbey in London. They were there to cut a record of the burial ceremony of the Unknown Warrior. English
and Indian princes joined admirals, lords, and the mourning masses to remember those who had died in
the First World War. The Unknown Warrior acted as the symbolic recipient of their sorrow. Inside the
woodpaneled truck, a small heating stove kept the producers warm against a late autumn chill. Beside the
stove, a recording device rested atop a narrow oven. Heated wax being easier to cut, the oven warmed the
producers’ blank recording discs while they, the producers, waited for their cue.
From four microphones placed around the abbey, telephone
wires carried the sounds of the ceremony to the turntable
shaped recording device. A signaler from inside the church
alerted the producers when to start and stop recording. Only
two hymns emerged sonically intact from that session in the
truck, but it was enough material for a commercial release. The
Columbia Gramophone Company quickly had the producers’
discs copied and reproduced into a twosided 12inch disc
available to the public for seven shillings and sixpence. More
historically significant than anything else, the record sounds
scratchy and rather poor.
It’s a cold Sunday last December, and I’m on my way to visit
the producer Matt Boynton at his Williamsburg recording
studio, Vacation Island Recording. A lonely city park and quiet
businesses bring little traffic to his neighborhood in the winter,
and it’s easy to miss his brick building when walking past,
sprayed with various pieces of graffiti and without any sign or
street number to identify what or who may be inside. Entering
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is a bit like seeing a good friend’s new apartment for the first
time, where everything looks familiar but from somewhere else. Boynton’s 24channel recording console,
crushed velvet chairs, and dim lamp lighting remind me, a child of the ’80s, of MTV behindthescene
programming and glossy magazine photo spreads. The studio itself is divided into three adjacent rooms,
with a small piano room sandwiched between the larger control room, where Boynton operates the
console, and the larger tracking room, where the musicians perform. From the tracking room, musicians
can look through a fivefootwide Plexiglas window, over the white piano, and through a second window
of Plexiglas to see Boynton at the console. From the console, Boynton and I see Zach Cale in the tracking
room, recording one last song for his new album. Boynton had described Cale to me as a guitarplaying
singersongwriter who does “some folky stuff, but not hokey folk stuff. He does a lot of drone, like John
Fahey.”
Cale is smallframed with a boyish face and black hair that pokes out from under a maroon winter hat.
Surrounding him and his acoustic guitar are four microphones, each clipped to mic poles. Cranked at
sharp angles, the poles look like the black arms of a giant spider about to haul Cale away. Cale’s proximity
to the microphones is of great concern to Boynton, who fidgets with knobs on the console while Cale
strums a few bars. Unsatisfied, Boynton pops out of his red wheelie chair to make more adjustments. In an
attempt to quit smoking, Boynton has started to chew nicotine gum, and when he comes back into the
control room, he is simultaneously chewing and snapping his fingers; not nervously, but rather to keep his
mental balance. To no one in particular, he says, “I don’t know how we’re going to get rid of this buzz.”
Before microphones and the development of the electrical recording technology first used in the truck
outside the abbey, producers like Boynton had to make records acoustically, utilizing the acoustical power
of a performance to drive the needle that cut the sound waves into a cylinder or disc of wax. A recording of
a large orchestra inevitably tested a performer’s preferences for personal space, as producers, earnestly
intent on channeling the maximum force of the orchestra’s acoustical output into the phonograph’s wide
mouthed horn, packed the performers almost comically close together around, and even above, the
phonograph machine. On raised platforms the width of a chair and a music stand, French horn and tuba
players had to carefully turn their backs and their instruments to the phonograph, while they, the players,
took their cues from the producer in a mirror. Excessive movements could lead to a performer’s early
retirement.
With me in the control room is Ryan Johnson, a longtime friend of Cale’s who, along with Cale and Cale’s
girlfriend, Alfra Martini, helps run the record label All Hands Electric. In August of last year, Johnson
joined Cale in Boynton’s studio to play the drums on “Hold Fast,” the song that Cale is here to record again
but in a higher key. Instead of redoing it live, with Cale and Johnson together, Boynton will attempt to
overdub Cale’s new vocals and guitar onto Johnson’s drum track from August. So far, it’s taken an hour for
Boynton and Cale to arrange the microphones and tracking room amplifiers for the rerecording. “It’s sort
of like being on a long plane ride,” says Johnson. “A whole day goes by, and then you go outside and it’s
dark.”
Back around 1902, studio sessions progressed at a significantly swifter pace. A young and rising Italian
singer was known to record 40 songs in the morning before a break for a long lunch. In the afternoon, he’d
sing another 40 songs into the horn before calling it a day. After staring at the patchbay beside the console,

Boynton starts plugging in and unplugging yellow and purple wires. Thirtythree years old and round
faced, Boynton has the habit of tucking his long black hair behind both ears during moments of deep
concentration. Seated back at the console, he records Cale for a few more unsuccessful takes. It’s decided
that Johnson and Cale will redo the song from scratch.
The three of them will record well into the night. When the rough draft of the album is complete, and all
songs have been satisfactorily recorded, Boynton will cease working as the album’s producer and become
its mixing engineer. At a rate of about a song a day, from noon until 10, Boynton will listen to the same
brief moment of music over and over again—hours spent attuned to fractions of minutes—tweaking the
sonic characteristics of the vocals, guitar, and drums so that each part mixes well with the others. In this
way, Boynton acts as something like a physical trainer for an accidentprone sports team—rarely seen by
the public but crucial to the team’s performance.
Shortly after mixing, Boynton will send highresolution files to
Cale, which Cale will convert into MP3s and then use to
promote the record. If he manages to attract a larger music
label, they will likely take over the album’s production, release,
and distribution. If Cale decides to release the album through
All Hands Electric, he will be responsible for overseeing the
album’s production, and will look to hire an engineer like Paul
Gold, who mastered and cut to vinyl Cale’s previous albums.
Before the iPod and the torrent file left their mark on the
recording industry, Americans were more than willing to pay
for their music. In 1957, for example, they bought 52,000,000
vinyl records—a figure which seems impossible today. By the
1980s, major labels had left the vinyl record for dead and
shifted their attention to the explosively popular compact disc.
From then until the mid’00s, vinyl releases were much smaller
and mostly relegated to independent and boutique labels.
Around 2008, to the surprise of many, vinyl sales once again
showed strong growth, with a 90percent increase over the
previous year. In each year thereafter, sales continued to climb,
with more than 3.5 million records sold in 2011—a far cry from the sales numbers of the late ’50s—but
enough to support a thriving niche marketplace. When the mastering and vinyl cutting engineer Josh
Bonati reads sales reports, as he told me one day, he triples the number, since many of the records cut for
today’s bands and small labels end up on concert merchandise tables and lowtraffic websites, without any
ties to the retail monitoring agencies that calculate annual record sales.
Two miles north of Matt Boynton’s studio, a few blocks from the nascent Transmitter Park on Greenpoint
Avenue, Paul Gold operates Salt Mastering in the old pencil factory building. Gold first worked as an
engineer in a Manhattan studio, until 2006 when he went into business for himself. “Well,” says Gold, “the
first name I wanted was Master Supply, but a plumbing place already had that. Then the next name I
came up with was Intercontinental Ballistic Mastering but I couldn’t get ICBM dot net, dot com, dot

anything, and then I thought of the Salt Two Treaty.” Gold is stout and cleanshaven, save for a triangle of
black hair below his bottom lip. He has curly hair that sprawls around his head, and tall black eyebrows, of
which the left is the most active, often arching to punctuate his speech. “So I decided to call it Salt
Mastering.”
The mastering engineer profession first took root in the ’50s and ’60s, when record labels consistently
invested in someone outside the creative recording process to give their records a fresh, unbiased listen and
a final, authoritative edit. Precision and accuracy are not so much a mastering engineer’s hopeful ambition
as they are the requirements for a mastering engineer’s steady income. Given their professional
meticulousness, it’s surprising then how often many of them lean upon imprecise metaphors to describe
what they do. Heights (bringing the snare drum higher or lower), weights (a heavier or lighter sound), and
touch (satisfying the client who wants a softer sound): These are some of the more popular categories of
metaphor they use. In the main, a mastering engineer’s job consists of being obsessively concerned with a
record’s every sound relationship. On Cale’s album, if hired again, Gold will balance the guitar level to the
vocal level, the kick drum to the hihat, the left channel to the right. Once done, Gold will provide Cale
with his album in its final digital form—files ready for sale online and in iTunes. Around the country today
there are less than 50 commercial vinyl cutters available for hire, many of whom work under their own
name and roof. In Brooklyn, there are three with no studio affiliation: Paul Gold, Greg Vaughn, and Josh
Bonati. Like Gold, Bonati was once a Manhattanbased mastering engineer who began to cut vinyl after
opening up his own business in Brooklyn. Unlike Gold, Bonati is tall and athletically built, with short hair
and a day’s stubble on his face. An Illinois native, generous with conversation, Bonati keeps a tidy studio in
a commercial building in DUMBO, near the end of Bridge Street, where the aura of change and a new kind
of industry loom about.
In one way, cutting a record is simple. The vinyl cutter just feeds the mastered files into a computer which
is hooked up to a machine called a vinyl cutting lathe. The lathe then cuts the record. (Incidentally, vinyl
cutting is a misnomer; what is actually being cut is an aluminum disc coated on both sides with a spongy
black lacquer material. More precisely, the lacquer is cut—and ideally the aluminum remains unscathed.
The discs cost about $30 each and are easily susceptible to inadvertent damage. On different occasions,
Bonati has ruined lacquers with an accidental sneeze, a dangling jacket zipper, and a dropped piece of
paper. As an ingredient, vinyl doesn’t appear in the record production recipe until much later. Almost
everyone, however, including those who make a living doing it, refers to it as cutting vinyl.) Unfortunately
for an aspiring vinyl cutter, lathes haven’t been manufactured in nearly 30 years. The Berlinbased
Neumann Company was the last to do so, ceasing lathe production in the 1980s when it became too
difficult to turn a profit on their last and most advanced offering, the $250,000 VMS80 system. Widely
considered the best lathes ever made, and the most popular brand of lathes in commercial use by American
vinyl cutters, Neumanns can occasionally be found today on the used machine market, when they can be
found at all. Weighing close to a thousand pounds and resembling a bulky, blinking set prop from Stanley
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, most lathes ended up liquidated, discarded, or landfillbound after the
music industry embraced the compact disc.
In contrast to fledgling producers or mastering engineers, aspiring vinyl cutters must teach themselves. A
vinyl cutter might take on the rare intern, but it’s unlikely the intern will get to cut a record—too great is
the risk that the intern will damage a part of the lathe that is expensive, or impossible, to replace. After

Josh Bonati bought his used Neumann for $30,000, he designed a lathe training program for himself that
included a practice regimen of 100 successfully cut lacquers, some being copies of records from his own
collection. He ended up cutting 200 lacquers to produce 100 of substantial quality.
When I visited Bonati’s studio, he showed me how he cuts a record. The cutting begins with the lacquer
disc set upon a steel platter spinning a precise 33 1/3 revolutions per minute. In motion, the black lacquer
material transforms into a wobbling puddle of black ink, a mirage caused by the reflection of the room’s
light. The lathe’s cutterhead then slowly lowers to the lacquer’s surface. Affixed to the underside of the
cutterhead, a tiny, triangleshaped industrial ruby serves as the cutterhead’s only point of contact with the
lacquer. (Previously, Bonati had tested the cutterhead’s ruby at various temperatures, as the ruby, heated
via an electrical current, creates a smoother cut at different degrees of heat.) Properly warmed, the ruby
begins to shear away from the surface of the lacquer a thin ribbon, called chip. Nearly naked to the human
eye, the cutterhead sways slightly like an old man at a wedding, while the ruby modulates left and right
and up and down, inscribing a microscopic sound wave into the freshly sheared walls of the groove. Never
lifting out of the lacquer material, the ruby creates a complete spiral from the outer edge of the disc to the
innermost revolution; a perfectly circular loop called a lock groove. All the while, a tiny vacuum tube sucks
away the chip from behind the ruby, like a compulsive maid. Beside the ruby, a second tube slowly leaks a
stream of helium, gathering together into a gaseous cloud about the size of an engorged grape. The helium
reduces the temperature created by the heated stone and the friction of the stone’s contact with the
flammable lacquer.
Once the lock groove has been cut, Bonati lifts the disc off the platter and fastens it carefully inside a
lacquer shipping box. A friend picks up the accumulated boxes and drops them off at MasterCraft, a
factory in Elizabeth, New Jersey that chemically reproduces the lacquer into its metallic counterpart.
When I asked Cale about marketing his music to more fans, he
talked about the popular musicreview website Pitchfork and
the online music community. “I had a writer at Pitchfork that
really liked my record,” said Cale. “But he couldn’t review it
because the editor didn’t want to agree to it for some reason.
They’re a tastemaker, and they have to uphold this ideal of
who they are, but I think they’re kind of hypocritical. They
always act like they find the newest stuff, when they’re really
just waiting until something is tearing up the music blogs, and
then they put their stamp of approval on it. But not all music
travels well on blogs. The blogosphere has created a platform
that wants an immediate pop sound. You’re on the Internet,
clicking on things, and your attention span is short. You want
to hear things quick. If you’re doing jazz, or doing more
patient music, or more of what I do, which is folk based, then
you’re not getting out there. The blogs only give you one kind
of music.”

There has long been a tension between what most of the public tends to listen to and what musicians and
critics wished the public listened to more. In 1909, the critic and composer Max Chop surveyed the music
scene and found himself dissatisfied with the trivial offerings of contemporary music:
The symphony orchestra is only rarely in evidence; yet it is, after all, the only instrumental body to be considered for really valuable literature
and high artistic quality … There are marches, dances, medleys, abbreviated overtures, and little salon pieces of rather questionable merit—all of
it rather mediocre entertainment music. Next to this we have a growing repertoire of “hits.” I will not deny the hit’s right to existence. As a
child of the times, begotten of the shallow and the trivial, toward which a wide segment of the popular taste is oriented, it has a right to live.
But it certainly need not spread itself as widely as it does.

Despite the laments of Chop and those who agreed with him, marches, polkas, and waltzes remained in
heavy rotation on the coinoperated phonograph machines that dotted drugstores and saloons around the
country. At less than $200 a pop, a nickelaplay phonograph quickly earned back its owner’s investment
and then some, with wellplayed machines taking in up to $50 a week. In France, a more involved
jukeboxstyle business emerged, at the posh Salon du Phonogrape, where tophatted businessmen sat in
fine mahogany chairs, placed listening tubes in their ears, and after dropping in a token, selected the latest
tunes on a dialing device. In the basement, a fleetfooted worker read the dialed request, quickly scooped
the appropriate recording from a nearby shelf, and cued it up on the customer’s corresponding
phonograph. In less than 10 seconds, the song would travel from the subterranean phonograph, along the
ear tubes, and upstairs to the waiting customer.
When a master lacquer leaves Brooklyn and arrives at MasterCraft in New Jersey, Desmond Naraine and
his six employees take the album through a carefully choreographed chemical process of duplicating the
spongy black lacquer into a shiny nickel disc called a stamper. On it, the lacquer’s suppressed pattern of
sheared sound wave grooves has essentially been reversed, with the grooves extruding from its flat metal
surface. The top of the metal stamper, cool to the touch from the chemical baths, feels like closely spaced
rings of tiny braille, the minuscule hills and valleys of the physical sound waves. From Naraine, albums
often return to Brooklyn for pressing, now tougher and more durable in their pure nickel form. Every
weekday, a UPS truck visits 42nd Street, a noisy block populated with cars, parts, and whistling mechanics
in Sunset Park. The daily delivery includes a big stack of MasterCraft packages for the twofloor
Brooklynphono pressing plant. A tall, redheaded, redbearded young man named Paul Sweedlund
manages the business operations while the owner, Thomas Bernich, works the pressing machines on the
clangorous factory floor. Sweedlund showed me around one day, and in shouts directed toward my turned
head explained how a record is pressed. A pair of stampers, one side for each record, are set into the
hissing mouth of a large press, roughly similar in dimension to a small car flipped onto its rear bumper.
The bottom of the press’s jaw, holding one stamper, remains fixed, while the roof of its mouth drops closed.
Above and behind the mouth, in a plastic tube, round pellets of vinyl whirl around like lottery balls. They
then drop into a metal arm containing a screw. Ground up and heated, the pellets are mushed together
into a sticky vinyl biscuit that plops out the other side. Twitchy robot arms slap labels to both sides of the
biscuit before it’s dropped onto the center of the bottom stamper. The roof of the mouth slowly closes down
and the vinyl is squeezed flat between the stampers. The vinyl disc then quietly sneaks out a narrow
opening, dressed in labels and stamped with the grooves of the album.
Internet news outlets have recently been circulating rumors about major record labels preparing to
discontinue the production of compact discs as their primary delivery method for new music. According to
the reports, the bulk of their releases will instead be sold through digital channels. It would seem that the
vinyl record has finally matured into adulthood, no longer susceptible to the volatile market conditions that

afflict the stilladolescent compact disc. Sometime this year, Zachary Cale will release his new album,
digitally as well as on vinyl. Despite Cale’s skepticisms, fans will continue to find him and his music, and
buy his records, if for no other reason than the powerful allure of the quality musical experience, an
experience that has had various impacts for various people. Upon his initial encounter with a phonograph,
the popular German composer Hans von Bülow decided to record himself performing a Chopin mazurka
on the piano. When he picked up a pair of ear tubes and heard recorded music for the first time, he
fainted.
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Between Life and Death
by Ryan Avanzado
NOV 2016 | BOOKS
Many times in Yoram Kaniuk’s Between Life and Death, the Israeli writer is implored by voices anonymous and
familiar to return to the corporeal world.

(Not So) Still Life
by Kim Power
JULAUG 2016 | ARTSEEN
The Glyndor Gallery’s exhibition (Not So) Still Life, displays the work of fourteen artists who share their
interpretations of still life through the mediums of ceramics, photography, video, glass, and paint.

The Histories
by Herodotus, translated from the ancient Greek by Nirmal Dass
NOV 2016 | FICTION
Herodotus of Halicarnassus here writes down what he discovered in his research so that time may not erase among
men the memory of things past, and the high and wondrous deeds done by the Greeks and the barbarians may not
lose their fame, especially why it was that they came to fight each other.
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by Joyce Beckenstein
APR 2016 | ARTSEEN
Seeing works in an artist’s studio as they’re readied for exhibition is oh so different from viewing them in the
surround of a gallery space. Prior to seeing Gabriel Lima’s paintings at Kai Matsumiya’s Lower East Side gallery, I
visited the Brazilianborn artist in his Brooklyn studio.

